Colorectal cancer without high microsatellite instability and chromosomal instability--an alternative genetic pathway to human colorectal cancer.
At least two forms of genomic instability have been described in colorectal cancers (CRCs): microsatellite instability (MIN), which is characterized by a high frequency of microsatellite instability (MSI-H) and chromosomal instability (CIN), which is characterized by losses and gains of chromosomes (aneuploidy), as well as chromosome rearrangements. Morphological and molecular heterogeneity within MIN(-) CRCs have been described, but the distinctions between MIN(-) tumors with CIN and those without CIN remain largely unknown. We studied 179 colorectal cancers to elucidate the clinicopathological characteristics and molecular events in CRCs arising along these pathways. Loss of heterozygosity, MIN, DNA content, mutation of p53 and K-ras, and expression of p53, hMLH1 and hMSH2 were examined. We found that a subtype of tumors (17%) with MIN(-) and CIN(-), differed from MIN(-)CIN(+) tumors with respect to clinicopathological and genetic characteristics. This subtype was associated with a greater frequency of poorly differentiated and/or mucinous tumors (26%). This subtype of tumors had an extremely low p53 gene mutation rate (11%) and a relatively high p53 protein accumulation rate (55%). The dissociation between the p53 gene mutation and protein accumulation suggests that stabilization of p53 protein in the absence of p53 gene mutation may be an important event on a distinct pathway.